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PThreads Programming: A POSIX Standard for Better Multiprocessing (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1996

	
		Computers are just as busy as the rest of us nowadays. They have lots of tasks to do at once, and need some cleverness to get them all done at the same time.That's why threads are seen more and more often as a new model for programming. Threads have been available for some time. The Mach operating system, the Distributed Computer...
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Breaking Through the BIOS Barrier: The Definitive BIOS Optimization Guide for PCsPrentice Hall, 2004
The first authoritative guide to optimizing your PC's BIOS
Your PC's BIOS enables your software and hardware to work together. But they can work together better—way better. If you want the best possible PC performance and stability, this book shows you exactly what to tweak, and how to tweak it. 

Until...
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Learn Microsoft Assembler in a Day (Popular Applications)Wordware Publishing, 1993
This book is for anyone who wants to learn the basics of programming a PC in its native tongue, which is the 80X86 Assembly language. It discusses practical working code for dealing with specifics of the PC DOS software environment using the Microsoft Macro Assembler 6.0. This book can be very useful as a starting guide to use with your macro...
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Build an Awesome PC, 2014 Edition: Easy Steps to Construct the Machine You Need (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Custom-build your own dream PC, have fun doing it, and save yourself a lot of money in the process. This book will give you the confidence to buy the best-of-class components and assemble them with clear, step-by-step instructions. You'll build your own PC capable of effortlessly running the most graphic and CPU-intensive games, graphics...
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IPv6, Second Edition: Theory, Protocol, and Practice, 2nd Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
The newly revised edition of this best-seller is a complete guide to the deployment of the newest version of the Internet protocol, IPv6.     

       The second edition of IPv6: Theory, Protocol, and Practice guides readers through implemetation and deployment of IPv6. The Theory section takes a close, unbiased look at why so...
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Computer Systems Architecture: a Networking Approach (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
The new edition of Computer Systems Architecture has been brought up to date with extended descriptions of ARM and Itanium processors and an extended 

introduction to the field of data communications.  Its established approach emphasizes that the vast majority of modern computers are not stand-alone devices, but cooperate...
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Web Host Manager Administration GuidePackt Publishing, 2006
You've finally decided to buy a dedicated server, or Virtual Dedicated Server, or Virtual Private Server (VDS/VPS) with cPanel and Web Hosting Manager (WHM) management software and host your own websites. A dedicated server is a single piece of computing hardware that serves as a web server. A VDS/VPS is a single dedicated server that has been...
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Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices (Philips Research Book Series)Springer, 2005
Dynamic and Robust Streaming in and between Connected Consumer-Electronic Devices addresses a subject that is becoming more important over the years. On the one hand the arrival of home networks is imminent, and on the other hand we notice that chips integrate more and more functionality. The home network interconnects the Consumer...
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Visual Basic 2008 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2008
Sometimes you just need to solve a problem and get on with your work. To that end, Visual Basic 2008 Recipes is a compendium of practical solutions for busy VB .NET programmers. Create time for the more interesting aspects of your VB .NET project by solving common problems with the practical solutions and dozens of code examples in this...
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AppleScript in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2001
AppleScript in a Nutshell is the first complete reference to AppleScript, the popular programming language that gives both power users and sophisticated enterprise customers the important ability to automate repetitive tasks and customize applications. As the Macintosh continues to expand and solidify...
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The Book of Overclocking: Tweak Your PC to Unleash Its PowerNo Starch Press, 2003
The Book of Overclocking is the definitive guide to the art of running a PC’s processor faster than the manufacturer ever intended. Not only can overclocking help you squeeze another year or two out of older hardware, but maximizing your PC’s performance is also a lot of fun. Whether you’re a veteran overclocker or a...
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Optimizing Windows for Games, Graphics and MultimeO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Every Windows user has spent hours trying to figure out ways to optimize system performance. And each of those same users has most likely been frustrated by that process. Understanding Win 9x and tuning it to be more efficient, whether for desktop applications or video-intensive games, can be very time-consuming.This book gives you...
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